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Abstract 
 

A double agents-based model in a make-to-order 

supply chain (MTOSC), called Collaborative Single 

Machine Earliest/Tardiness model (CSET model) is 

proposed. It integrates Pareto-optimal method with 

Just-in-Time principle (JIT) into two intelligent agents 

for optimizing dynamic supply-chance formation and 

scheduling respectively. This model mainly focuses on 

improving the sequence timing factor. JIT is able to 

shorten the waiting time while Pareto-optimality 

provides a mechanism that each participant won't 

suffer loss. Combining the two methods, an 

unprecedented efficiency on SC can be achieved. We 

have compared how our proposed method performed 

in various MTOSC formations. The experimental 

results indicate that CSET model yields time 

improvement on the SC workflows. 

 

1. Introduction 
 

Pareto-optimality has a long history and has been 

widely in many areas [1] especially Games Theory, 

Engineering and Social Science. It holds a core 

principle to make “better off” result while no individual 

being made worse off. 

For optimizing workflows and resource allocations, 

Pareto-optimality also finds its use in dynamic supply 

chain management [2]. Some researchers studied on 

determination of optimal scheduling and the supply 

chain formation based on this scheduling [3]. Some 

consider minimizing the total cost, and keeping the 

total lead time within the orders’ due date submitted by 

the customers [4].  In this application domain, both of 

them indicate that scheduling is playing a key role in a 

modern supply chain. 

     Besides Pareto-optimality, there are serveral 

theories concern on the scheduling time; a well-known 

one is Just-in-Time (JIT) principle [5]. It is firstly used 

in inventory strategy implemention to improve the 

return on investment (ROI) of a business by reducing 

inprocess inventory and is associated with carrying 

cost. If implemented correctly, JIT can lead to dramatic 

improvements in a supply chain’s ROI, quality and 

efficiency. 

This paper proposes a new supply chain 

management model, called Collaborative Single 

Machine Earliest/Tardiness model (CSET model). It 

combines Pareto-optimal method with JIT principle in 

order to shorten the scheduling and waiting time. As a 

result of this application, a MTOSC [6] efficiency and 

return on investment can be improved.  

In section two, we review some related work. Our 

new model is proposed in section 3, followed by more 

details and experiments in section 4 and 5 respectively. 

A conclusion is drawn in section 6. 

 

2. Background 

2.1. Time Sequence in Supply Chain 

In general, activities along a SC are accountable for 

transforming natural resources, raw materials and 

components into a finished product, which is delivered 

to the customers at the end. In a make-to-order supply 

chain, the customer’s demand drives production 

schedule and material procurement, as well as the 

variety and volume of resources and capacity of supply 

and production processes. [7] All those activities 

process one by one in terms of time sequence. 

Therefore, in addition to Pareto-optimal automated 

negotiation research, it is vital to also consider the 

algorithms of time sequence factor that is applicable to 

a MTOSC.  

     We modified the algorithm based on the Single 

Machine Earliness/Tardiness Model (SET model) [3] 

for Pareto-optimization. The enhancement includes 

optimizing job allocation in each level of the chain, and 

overall coordination of the time sequences in supply 

chain operation. 



2.2. IA in Supply Chain 
 

SC is characterized by its complex, large-scale, 

decentralized, and yet collaborative features. Multi-

agent systems have been a popular research paradigm 

for finding ways to coordinate each components of a 

SC, with intelligent capabilities. 

In particular, the Dynamic Suppler Chain Formation 

Problem (DSCFP) in SET model has shown to be 

suitably solved by intelligent agents [8]. As shown in 

Figure 1, between every two streams there is a 

Mediator Agent to do Pareto-optimal solution for the 

whole supply chain.  However, because it uses 

scheduling method to pass information along the 

supply chain, before making an optimal solution, the 

information has to be transferred from every participant 

through each stream back and forth. Usually there are 

dozens of participants involved in a make-to-order 

dynamic supply chain. If working on a SET model, it 

will take a substantial amount time and cost because of 

the sequential inter-streams communication. 

 
Figure 1: Comparison of  SET and CSET models 

 

To stay competitive in current emerging competitive 

e-business environment, supply chain members opt to 

pursuit greater coordination and collaboration among 

supply chain partners. Hence the supply chain 

integration and coordination (SCIC) have become a 

central issue in supply chain management. Various 

advanced information technologies that support SCIC 

have been studied in the literature [9].  

To our knowledge, the study of applying JIT on a 

collaborative SET model has not been conducted so 

far, for a make-to-order supply chain scenario. The 

objective is to provide an efficient workflow by 

achieving better synchronization and reducing waiting 

time of messages passing via JIT pipelining. 

2.3. Just-in-Time Principle 
 

Just-in-Time Manufacturing and Production System 

(JITMPS) employs the Pull System of production 

control that has integrated important functions of the 

production control system with that of the 

manufacturing system [10]. Furthermore, Menberu’s 

JITMPS model that is based on the Input Stock Point 

(ISP) and Output Stock Point (OSP) in the production 

procedure is made to become a zero-inventory or 

minimum-inventory production system for improving 

its production efficiency. 

Specifically, we embed a JIT method into the supply 

chain manufacturing processing by providing an 

Intelligence Agent that is implemented with a Kanban’s 

function. ISP and OSP thus are linked to the 

Earliness/Tardiness concepts in the SET model. Our 

CSET model [11] is a double agents-based supply 

chain management method that takes the benefits of 

both Pareto-optimal and JIT method. 

 

3. Proposed model 
 

CSET model consists of two kinds of agents in 

dynamic supply chain application: one is Pareto-

optimal Agent (PA); the other is JIT Collaborative 

Agent (JIT-CA). Although it is designed to have a 

generic number of multiple mid-streams, three-stream 

supply chain formation is considered in our 

experiments. The three streams are: Orders 

(Downstream), Manufacturers (Midstream) and 

Suppliers (Upstream). For simplicity, we assume the 

details of every order request are the same except the 

productive circle (producing time). 

In CSET model, JIT-CA’s function is responsible to 

correspond with the other PAs’. 

 
Figure 2: the relations between PA and JIT-CA. 

 

For demonstrating a real-life scenario on how the 

CSET model works, we use a fuel oil selling supply 

chain as an example model, as shown in Figure 3. 



 
Figure 3: Oil selling supply chain 

 

Step 1: Orders make a request for an estimate through 

Oil Refining Agent (PA1); 

Step 2: PA1 sends orders’ request to JIT-CA to do JIT 

requests validation and reconstruction; 

Step 3: Return Orders request reconstruction result 

(Sequent Request) to PA1; 

Step 4: PA1 distributes those sequent requests to oil 

refining factories; 

Step 5: According to the orders’ sequent requests, 

every oil refining factory makes a new request 

for an estimate through Raw Oil Supply Agent 

(PA2); 

Step 6: PA2 sends factories’ request to JIT-CA to do 

JIT request validation and reconstruction; 

Step 7: JIT-CA reconstructs factories’ requests and 

returns the sequent requests to PA2; 

Step 8: PA2 sends the factories’ sequent requests to all 

the raw oil suppliers.  

Step 9: Suppliers make scheduling and return to PA2; 

Step 10-12: PA2 and PA1 make Pareto-optimal and 

return the solutions to oil refining factories and orders. 

 

In the whole procedure, JIT-CA is connecting with 

each PA so that it is able to monitor every condition 

happening in real-time along the whole supply chain. 

JIT-CA is responsible for reconstructing common 

requests into Sequent Requests (SReq), which is 

consisted of equilibrium request unit by sequence time. 

Every SReq has a starting time (st) and an ending time 

(et). On the other hand, SET model works on the 

tardiness and earliness time. Therefore, combing PA 

and JIT-CA makes the Pareto-optimal efficiency higher 

than using the PA only. 

In this way, PA’s requests distribution become more 

efficient. Moreover, CSET model shortens waiting time 

so that the whole supply chain production flow 

becomes pipelining. 

4. Discussion 
 

We use a double agents-based model to optimize the 

Dynamic Supply Chain Formation. Pareto-optimal 

Agent (PA) and Just-in-Time Collaborative Agent (JIT-

CA) have their own functional algorithms.  

 

4.1. Just-in-Time Collaborative Agent 
 

JIT-CA’s primary duty is to reconstruct request by 

time sequence in terms of the whole supply chain 

conditions. 

 

4.1.1. Supply Chain Productivity  

 

JIT-CA is connecting with each PA in real-time so it 

is able to know every participant’s productive-force 

condition (pc). That includes the output amount and 

producing circle time. The Supply Chain Maximum 

Productivity (SCMP) is calculated as follow: 

∑=
N

nSCMP pcP
1

 

N: the total number of the participants 

n: the number of  participants 

 

Knowing PSCMP is a condition variable to validate 

the requests whether the whole supply chain can accept 

or not, before they are passed down. 

 

4.1.2. Request Validation  

 

CSET model focuses on time sequence which it is 

temporal link of one stream and another in a SC. 

Realistically, in an order or contract, there are many 

attributes that factor on how a trading proceeds. For 

example, an oil contract usually contains the attributes 

of: product name, amount, price, signed date, deal date, 

quality, etc. Here we define a common request format 

for the SC. The common request format only considers 

the parameters that are relevant to pipelining operation.  

},,,,...,,{_ 21 etstamtaaareqcom n=  

a: an attribute; 

st: starting time, considered as order sent date; 

et: ending time, considered as order finished  date. 

amt: the amount of goods. 

 

PA collects common requests and sends them to 

JIT-CA. The common request matrix is extended to: 
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i: the number of common request; 

n: the number of attributes of request i 

 

We assume only the time and the amount (quantity) 

differ while other attributes are irrelevant. By 

considering the attributes sti ,eti and amti , we calculate 

the average productivity in order to meet the com_req i 

to be: 

ii

i

i
stet

amt
AVGp

−
=  

Hence, request matrix is abstracted to a simpler 

matrix (req_tq) consists of every com_req’s time and 

average productivity as follow: 
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Amongst all com_req, the one associated with ste 

has the earliest starting time and etl has the latest 

ending time. During the time between ste and etl it is 

the general duration requirement that the SC 

productivity should meet. We can find the general 

producing circle time duration of all com_req is:  

DUR = etl  - ste .  

The total amount of all com_req is.  

∑
=

=
i

i

iamtAMT
1

 

The forecasted total average productivity forecasted 

of the whole SC is:   

DURAMTFPSCMP /=  

 

Compare FPSCMP with PSCMP: If PSCMP ≥FPSCMP, it 

means that the whole SC is able to accept all the 

com_req. In other words, all com_req can be 

reconstructed and passed down to the other participants. 

Otherwise, it means some com_req must be refused. 

The requests are then sent back to PA for re-ordering. 

 

4.1.3. Request Reconstruction  

 

In order to shorten the waiting time for downstream 

participants, all com_req are reconstructed by time 

sequencing into new request units, called Sequent 

Requests (SReq). Every SReq has a new starting time 

(SReq_st), a new ending time (SReq_et) as well as a 

new required amount (SReq_amt). There are three 

steps to calculate the Sequent Request n (SReqn): 

① Let ST= {st1, st2, …, sti}, ET = {et1, et2, …, eti }. A 

new time aggregate T = ST∪ET.  Re-order all 

attributes by time sequence. In this way, there will 

be: T= {t1, t2, …, t2i }, ti≤ti+1  

 ② Add a starting and ending time to each AVGpi : 

,AVGpi
i

i

t

tiAVGp α

β
　⇒  

i: the number of request; 

tαi : the starting time of request i; 

tβi : the ending time of request i; 

tα , tβ ∈ T  ③ Follow the SReq Reconstruction Algorithm (in 

Appendix 1), JIT-CA is able to recompose i 

com_req into k sequent requests: 
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JIT-CA gets SReq results and then sends them back 

to PA. [c.f. Section 3.1, Step 3 & 7] 

 

4.2. Pareto-optimal Agent 
 

The main function of PA plays a role of mediator, 

facilitating order placements as well as requesting 

component parts.  

Upon receiving the sequent requests, every 

participant along the supply chain will do a 

personalization scheduling. In this course, firstly, PA is 

in charge of communication between its upstream 

participants and downstream participants for the 

estimate of component parts and costs. 

PA is supposed to implement the Pareto-optimal 

function, which is able to minimize the manufacturing 

and supply costs (in Appendix 2). By computing 

through this function, PA can obtain a solution to 

distribute the sequent requests to the participants, with 

the minimum cost in the whole make-to-order supply 

chain. [c.f. Section 3.1, Step 10-12] 

 

4.3. Double Agents Integration 
 

The combined actions of PA and JIT-CA occur 

when requests are delivered from top to bottom. 

Common requests are transferred from PA to JIT-CA. 

JIT-CA converts them into sequent requests and sends 

them back to PA. Likewise, this course happens 

between each stream’s PA and JIT-CA. The activity 

diagram (PA1 and JIT-CA) is shown in Figure 5. 



 
Figure 5: The flowchart of PA1 and JIT-CA operations 

 

Likewise, the activity happens in PA2 as well. In 

terms of the responses, PA2 and PA1 make Pareto-

optimal solutions and pass them from bottom to top. 

[c.f. Section 3.1, Step 10-12] 

 

5. Experiments 
 

Compared with SET model, CSET model’s 

ascendancy presents in the aspect of saving 

participants’ waiting time and makes the SC production 

operates in pipelining fashion. 

To make a comparison of the transfer cost and 

waiting time saving rate, CSET model is demonstrated 

in three different supply chain formations, as shown in 

Figure 6.  

Case 1 is a three-stream supply chain model with 

four orders, two manufacturers and two suppliers (delta 

formation); Case 2 has two orders, four manufacturers 

as well as two suppliers (diamond formation); Case 3 

(pyramid formation) has two orders and manufacturers 

respectively as well as four suppliers. All of them have 

the same total number of participants. 

 

 
Figure 6 

From Figures 7 to 9, we can see that: amongst these 

three cases, JIT-CA combined with PA model increases 

the total requests number in supply chain significantly. 

This phenomenon happens because JIT-CA 

reconstructs requests from each stream into more 

sequent requests. Although the number of processed 

requests has improved, it wouldn’t bring a great burden 

to the whole SC system because of the intelligent 

agents’ high ability. The model with PA only, however, 

results the same total numbers of requests, as long as 

the total numbers of participants are the same.  Case 1 Requests Number Comparison
010203040
5060

S1-Req# S1-SReq# S2-Req# S2-SReq# S3-Req#Type of RequestsNumber of Requests Case 1|PA+JITCACase 1|PA
 

Figure 7: Requests number comparison in Case 1 Case 2 Request Number Comparison
010203040
50

S1-Req# S1-SReq# S2-Req# S2-SReq# S3-Req#Type of RequestsNumber of Requests Case 2|PA+JITCACase 2|PA
 

Figure 8: Requests number comparison in Case 2 Case 3 Requests Number Comparison
010203040

50
S1-Req# S1-SReq# S2-Req# S2-SReq# S3-Req#Type of RequestsNumber of Requests Case 3|PA+JITCACase 3|PA

 
Figure 9: Requests number comparison in Case 3 
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Figure 10: Requests number comparison over 3 cases 

Observed from Figure 10, that compared the three 

cases internally, Case 1 produces the most SReq 



number (54), which is 22.27% more than Case 3’s (44). 

This phenomenon illuminates that the SReq number 

producing is correlative with SC formation.  Thus, 

CSET model is found to be more suitable for a SC 

whose formation is similar to Case 3 where there are 

relatively few orders and many suppliers. 

Considering the waiting time saved (WT), PA+JIT-

CA is obviously superior over the SET. We use two 

matrixes to show each stream’s condition. 1 means it is 

in working state while 0 means waiting state. The 

operation matrixes for two models are:    

 

PA model (SET):         

000010000

000101000

001000100

010000010

100000001
 

PA + JIT-CA Model:   

00001...10000

00011...11000

00111...11100

01111...11110

11111...11111
  

 

With the number of streams in a supply chain 

growing, the comparison table (Table 1 and Figure 11) 

shows WT saving rate is increasing as well. 

 

Streams# SET CSET WT Saving 
3 36 20 44.44% 

4 55 30 45.45% 

5 78 42 46.15% 

6 105 56 46.67% 

7 136 72 47.06% 

8 171 90 47.37% 

9 210 110 47.62% 

10 253 132 47.83% 

11 300 156 48.00% 

12 351 182 48.15% 

13 406 210 48.28% 

Table 1: WT savings at different number of streams 

 Waiting Time Saving
43.00%44.00%45.00%46.00%47.00%48.00%49.00%

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13Number of StreamWaiting Time Saving
 

Figure 11: WT savings at different number of streams 

Experiment results show that in those three cases, 

the waiting time saving rate is as much as 44.44% in a 

three-stream supply chain.  

 

6. Conclusion  
 

This paper proposed a double agent-based model 

namely CSET to optimize supply chain formation. Just-

in-Time principle and Pareto-optimal automated 

negotiation method are applied in the model. 

The framework of CSET model makes use of two 

types of intelligent agents into a dynamic supply chain, 

one is Pareto-optimal Agent; the other is JIT 

Collaborative Agent. Through the experiment results 

we found this phenomenon - although CSET model 

produces more requests than SET model, the system 

when is implemented with intelligent agent technology 

the time cost is very low. More importantly, the 

carrying and waiting time is largely shortened so that 

the whole supply chain efficiency is improved. The 

time saved range from nearly 45% for three streams to 

48% for ten streams. 
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8. Appendixes 
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jkmn
x : a variable indicates participant 

nmn   producing 

component k for SReq j 

jmn
y

1+
: a variable indicates participant

1nm1)(n
+

+   producing 

SReq j 

 n :  the number of streams 

 mn:  the number of participants in the n stream 

 j:    the number of SReq 

 dj :  the number of components for SReq j 

 n

jkmn
mc : manufacturing cost of participant 

nmn  for 

component k for SReq j 
n

jkmn
fc : fixed cost of participant 

nmn  for component k for 

SReq j 

n

jtard : participant 
nmn ’s marginal penalty cost for missing 

delivery date for SReq j 

n

jearl : participant 
nmn ’s marginal penalty cost for inventory 

for SReq j 
n

jkmn
T : time by which participant 

nmn ’s delivery of 
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